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Abstrat
We give a truly elementary proof of the onvexity of metri ad-
justed skew information following an idea of Eros. We extend earlier
results of weak forms of superadditivity to general metri adjusted
skew informations. Reently, Luo and Zhang introdued the notion of
semi-quantum states on a bipartite system and proved superadditivity
of the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew informations for suh states. We
extend this result to general metri adjusted skew informations. We
nally show that a reently introdued extension to parameter values
1 < p ≤ 2 of the WYD-information is a speial ase of (unbounded)
metri adjusted skew information.
1 Introdution
The theory of measures of quantum information was initiated by Wigner and
Yanase [28℄ who wanted to nd a good measure of our knowledge of a diult-
to-measure observable (state) with respet to a onserved quantity. They
were motivated by earlier observations [27, 2℄ indiating that the obtainable
auray of the measurement of a physial observable, in the presene of
a onservation law, is limited if the operators representing the observable
and the onserved quantity do not ommute. Wigner and Yanase disussed
a number of postulates that suh a measure should satisfy and proposed,
tentatively, the so-alled skew information dened by
Iρ(A) = −
1
2
Tr([ρ
1
2 , A]2),
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where ρ is a state (density matrix) and A is an observable (self-adjoint ma-
trix). The most important requirement to a measure of quantum information
is that knowledge dereases under the mixing of states; or equivalently that
the measure is onvex in the state variable. They proved this property for
the skew information, but Dyson suggested that the measures dened by
(1) Iρ(p, A) = −
1
2
Tr([ρp, A] · [ρ1−p, A]),
where p is a parameter (0 < p < 1) may have the same property. This be-
ame the elebrated Wigner-Yanase-Dyson onjeture later proved by Lieb
[18℄. In addition to the onvexity requirement Wigner and Yanase suggested
that the measure should be additive with respet to the aggregation of iso-
lated subsystems and, for an isolated system, independent of time. These
requirements are easily seen to be satised for both the Wigner-Yanase skew
information and for the Dyson generalization in (1).
Finally, Wigner and Yanase onjetured that the skew information should
satisfy a ertain superadditivity ondition oming from thermodynamis,
where it is satised for both lassial and quantum mehanial systems. It
reets the loss of information about statistial orrelations between two
subsystems when they are only onsidered separately. Wigner and Yanase
onjetured that the skew information also possesses this property and proved
it when the state of the aggregated system is pure. The onjeture was gen-
erally believed to be true [22℄ until the seond author gave a ounter example
in [11℄.
The rst author, Li and Luo [5℄ disussed weak forms of superadditivity
for the Wigner-Yanase information, and Luo and Zhang [21, 23℄ introdued
the notion of semi-quantum states on a bipartite system and proved super-
additivity for the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew informations for suh states.
We ontinue these inquiries and extend the obtained results to general metri
adjusted skew informations.
1.1 Monotone metris
Denition 1.1. We denote by Fop the set of funtions f : R+ → R+ suh
that
(i) f is operator monotone,
(ii) f(t) = tf(t−1) for all t > 0,
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(iii) f(1) = 1.
Sine f is inreasing, it may be extended to a ontinuous funtion dened
on [0,∞) with f(0) ≥ 0. We say that f is regular if f(0) > 0 and non-regular
if f(0) = 0. A Morozova-Censov funtion c is a funtion of two positive
variables given on the form
c(x, y) =
1
yf(xy−1)
x, y > 0
where f ∈ Fop. It denes a Rimannian metri K
c
ρ on the tangent spae of the
state manifold (the spae of all positive denite density matries supported
by the underlying Hilbert spae), and it is given by
Kcρ(A,B) = TrA
∗c(Lρ, Rρ)B
where Lρ and Rρ are the positive denite ommuting left and right multi-
pliation operators by ρ. The metri is ustomarily extended to all linear
operators A and B in the underlying Hilbert spae. It is dereasing in the
sense that
KcT (ρ)(T (A), T (A)) ≤ K
c
ρ(A,A)
for any self-adjoint A and ompletely positive trae preserving map T, f.
[26, 17℄.
The ombined eorts of Cenov and Petz established that any dereasing
Rimannian metri on the state manifold is given in this way [6, 24, 26℄. We
say that the metri is regular if the generating operator monotone funtion is
regular. Reently, a orrespondene between the regular and the non-regular
operator monotone funtions in Fop has been onstruted by Gibiliso, the
seond author and Isola [8℄.
1.2 Metri adjusted skew information
Let c be the Morozova-Cenov funtion of a regular dereasing metri. The
orresponding metri adjusted skew information is dened by
(2) Icρ(A) =
m(c)
2
Kcρ(i[ρ, A], i[ρ, A]),
where m(c) = f(0) is the metri onstant. It may be extended [12, Theorem
3.8℄ to positive semi-denite states ρ and arbitrary operators A. The following
theorem is taken from [12℄.
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Theorem 1.2. Let c be a regular Morozova-Chentsov funtion, and onsider
the nite-dimensional Hilbert spae C
n
for some natural number n.
1. The metri adjusted skew information is a onvex funtion, ρ→ Icρ(A),
on the manifold of states for any n× n matrix A.
2. For ρ = ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 and A = A1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ A2 we have
Icρ(A) = I
c
ρ1
(A1) + I
c
ρ2
(A2).
3. If A ommutes with an Hamiltonian operator H then
Icρt(A) = I
c
ρ(A) t ≥ 0,
where ρt = e
itHρe−itH .
4. For any pure state ρ (one-dimensional projetion) we have
Icρ(A) = Varρ(A)
for any n× n matrix A.
5. For any density matrix ρ and n× n matrix A we have
0 ≤ Icρ(A) ≤ Varρ(A).
The rst item shows that the metri adjusted skew information is de-
reasing under the mixing of states. The seond shows that it is additive
with respet to the aggregation of isolated subsystems, and the third that
it, for an isolated system, is independent of time. These requirements were
onsidered essential by Wigner and Yanase [28℄ to an eetive measure of
quantum information.
Notie that the metri adjusted skew information gives no information
about observables ommuting with the state variable. It would thus appear
that the passage from a regular dereasing metri to the metri adjusted skew
information is irreversible.
Luo [19, 20℄ was the rst to notie that the Wigner-Yanase information
is bounded by the variane. Reent developments an be found in [1, 3, 9℄.
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Hasegawa and Petz [14, Theorem 2℄ proved that the funtions fp dened
by setting
(3) fp(t) =


p(1− p)
(t− 1)2
(tp − 1)(t1−p − 1)
t > 0, t 6= 1
1 t = 1
are operator monotone for 0 < p < 1; they are in fat regular funtions
in Fop with limt→0 fp(t) = p(1 − p). The orresponding Morozova-Chentsov
funtions are given by
c(x, y) =
1
p(1− p)
·
(xp − yp)(x1−p − y1−p)
(x− y)2
x, y > 0,
and the assoiated metri adjusted skew information is therefore the Wigner-
Yanase-Dyson skew information
(4) Icρ(A) = −
1
2
Tr [ρp, A] · [ρ1−p, A].
The onvexity in the state variable of the metri adjusted skew informa-
tion is thus a generalization of the onvexity of the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson
information proved by Lieb [18℄.
Jen£ova and Ruskai onsidered in the paper [16℄ the extension of the
Wigner-Yanase-Dyson information to parameter values 1 < p ≤ 2, and they
proved that also the extension is onvex in the state variable. We show that
this extension is assoiated with monotone metris, and if we relax the de-
nition of a metri adjusted skew information to allow for non-regular metris,
Jen£ova and Ruskai's extension an be understood as an (unbounded) metri
adjusted skew information. In partiular, the extension automatially enjoys
all the well-known properties of a metri adjusted skew information exept
boundedness.
2 Convexity of skew information
Convexity of the metri adjusted skew information in the state variable was
proved in [12℄, but the given proof relies on Löwner's deep theory of the
relationship between operator monotone funtions and the theory of analyti
funtions. Reently, Eros [7, Theorem 2.2℄ put forward a simple idea
1
that
1
There is some similarity to the approah used in [25℄.
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made it possible to prove all the major quantum information inequalities by
redution to simple blok matrix manipulations. The same sheme may also
be used to prove onvexity in the state variable of the metri adjusted skew
information.
Theorem 2.1 (Eros). Suppose that h is operator onvex. When restrited
to positive ommuting matries the funtion g dened by
(5) g(L,R) = h
(
L
R
)
R
is jointly onvex, that is if the ommutator [L,R] = 0 and
L = λL1 + (1− λ)L2 and R = λR1 + (1− λ)R2
where also the ommutators [L1, R1] = 0 and [L2, R2] = 0, then
g(L,R) ≤ λg(L1, R1) + (1− λ)g(L2, R2)
for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
By a simple redution the metri adjusted skew information may be writ-
ten on the form
Icρ(A) =
m(c)
2
TrA cˆ(Lρ, Rρ)A,
where
(6) cˆ(x, y) = (x− y)2c(x, y) x, y > 0.
It is easy to prove that the metri adjusted skew information is onvex in
the state variable ρ if cˆ is operator onvex, see for example [10, Theorem
1.1℄. The key observation is now to realize that cˆ is the Eros transform in
Theorem 2.1 of the funtion
h(t) =
(t− 1)2
f(t)
t > 0.
Operator onvexity of cˆ and onvexity of the metri adjusted skew informa-
tion will thus follow if just h is operator monotone. It turns out that a proof
of this assertion an be aomplished by the same simple matrix manipula-
tions that underlies Eros's proof of the quantum mehanial inequalities.
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Theorem 2.2. Let f : R+ → R+ be an operator monotone funtion. Then
the funtion
h(t) =
(t− 1)2
f(t)
t > 0
is operator onvex
2
.
Proof. We rst assume that the left limit
f(0) = lim
t→0
f(t) > 0
and write h as a sum h = h1 + h2 + h3 of the three funtions
h1(t) =
t2
f(t)
, h2(t) =
−2t
f(t)
, h3(t) =
1
f(t)
dened on the positive half-axis. We prove the statement of the theorem by
showing that eah of these three funtions is operator onvex, and we shall
do so by elementary methods without the usage of Löwner's theorem.
1. The funtion f is stritly positive, dened on the positive half-axis, and
operator monotone, hene also the funtion t→ tf(t)−1 is operator monotone
[13, 2.6 Corollary℄. The funtion h1 may be extended to a ontinuous funtion
dened on [0,∞) with h1(0) = 0, and sine the funtion
h1(t)
t
=
t
f(t)
is operator monotone, it follows [13, 2.4 Theorem℄ that h1 is operator onvex.
2. It follows from the remarks above that the funtion t→ tf(t)−1 may be
extended to a non-negative operator monotone funtion dened on [0,∞). It
is onsequently also operator onave [13, 2.5 Theorem℄, hene h2 is operator
onvex.
3. The funtion f itself is operator onave [13, 2.5 Theorem℄ and sine
2
Notie that the theorem annot be inverted. There are operator onvex funtions
h : R+ → R+ suh that the funtion f(t) = (t− 1)
2/h(t) is not operator monotone.
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inversion is operator dereasing and operator onvex we obtain
h3(λx+ (1− λ)y) =
1
f(λx+ (1− λ)y)
≤
1
λf(x) + (1− λ)f(y)
≤ λ
1
f(x)
+ (1− λ)
1
f(y)
= λh3(x) + (1− λ)h3(y)
for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and positive semi-denite operators x and y. From these three
observations we obtain the desired onlusion.
In the general ase we rst apply the obtained result to the funtions
fε(t) = f(t+ ε) for ε > 0. By letting ε→ 0, we thus obtain h as a point-wise
limit of operator onvex funtions, hene h is also operator onvex. QED
Notie that the above theorem is of a general nature and does not require
f to be a funtion in Fop . In onlusion, we have proved onvexity of the
metri adjusted skew information by ompletely elementary methods.
3 Weak forms of superadditivity
Lieb [18℄ notied that the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson information is superadditive
in the speial ase where the onserved quantity is of the form A⊗12 and we
may eortlessly extend this result to any metri adjusted skew information
by using that the underlying metri is dereasing.
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a regular funtion in Fop and let c be the assoiated
Morozova-Chentsov funtion. Let furthermore ρ be a bipartite density opera-
tor on a tensor produt H1 ⊗H2 of two parties. If A is an observable of the
rst party then
Icρ(A⊗ 12) ≥ I
c
ρ1
(A),(7)
where ρ1 = Tr 2 ρ is the partial trae of ρ on H1.
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Proof. We rst notie that Tr 2ρ(A ⊗ 12) = ρ1A. Indeed, for any vetors
ξ, η ∈ H1 and orthonormal basis (ei)i∈I in H2 we have
(ξ | Tr 2ρ(A⊗ 12)η) =
∑
i∈I
(ξ ⊗ ei | ρ(A⊗ 12)(η ⊗ ei))
=
∑
i∈I
(ξ ⊗ ei | ρ(Aη ⊗ ei))
= (ξ | ρ1Aη).
It follows that Tr 2i[ρ, A ⊗ 12] = i[ρ1, A] for any self-adjoint A on H1. Sine
the partial trae is ompletely positive and trae preserving and the metri
Kcρ is dereasing we obtain
Icρ(A⊗ 12) =
m(c)
2
Kcρ(i[ρ, A⊗ 12], i[ρ, A⊗ 12])
≥
m(c)
2
Kcρ1(Tr 2i[ρ, A⊗ 12],Tr 2i[ρ, A⊗ 12])
=
m(c)
2
Kcρ1(i[ρ1, A], i[ρ1, A]) = I
c
ρ1
(A)
and the proof is omplete. QED
In the same spirit, we extend two weak forms of superadditivity for the
Wigner-Yanase information [5℄ to general metri adjusted skew informations.
Proposition 3.2. Let f be a regular funtion in Fop and let c be the asso-
iated Morozova-Chentsov funtion. Let furthermore ρ be a bipartite density
operator on a tensor produt H1 ⊗ H2 of two parties, then we obtain the
following two weak forms of superadditivity for the metri adjusted skew in-
formation:
(8) Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗B) ≥
1
2
(
Icρ1(A) + I
c
ρ2
(B)
)
and
(9)
Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ B) + I
c
ρ(A⊗ 12 − 11 ⊗ B)
≥ 2
(
Icρ1(A) + I
c
ρ2
(B)
)
,
where A is an observable of the rst party and B is an observable of the
seond party.
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Proof. We begin by notiing that the partial trae of a ommutator
Tr 2[ρ, 11 ⊗ B] = 0.
Indeed, if ρ = σ1 ⊗ σ2 is a simple tensor, then a simple alulation yields
(ξ | (Tr 2[σ1 ⊗ σ2, 11 ⊗ B])η] = (ξ | σ1η)Tr [σ2, B] = 0
for vetors ξ, η ∈ H1, and sine a bipartite state ρ is a sum of simple tensors,
the statement follows. We thus obtain
Tr 2[ρ, A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ B] = Tr 2[ρ, A⊗ 12] = [ρ1, A],
where ρ1 = Tr 2ρ is the partial trae of ρ on the rst party. By using that
the metri Kcρ is dereasing and the partial trae is ompletely positive and
trae preserving, we thus obtain
Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗B) =
m(c)
2
Kcρ(i[ρ,X
+], i[ρ,X+])
≥
m(c)
2
Kcρ1(i[ρ1, A], i[ρ1, A])
= Icρ1(A),
where X+ = A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗B. By symmetry, we similarly obtain
Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗B) ≥ I
c
ρ2
(B),
and the rst assertion follows.
The seond statement is an easy onsequene of the parallelogram identity
Icρ(X
+) + Icρ(X
−) = 2
(
Icρ(A⊗ 12) + I
c
ρ(11 ⊗B)
)
,
where in addition X− = A⊗ 12 − 11 ⊗B, and the inequality in Lemma 3.1.
QED
4 Semi-quantum states
A loal von Neumann measurement P of the rst party of a bipartite state
ρ on a tensor produt H1 ⊗H2 is given by
P (ρ) =
∑
i∈I
(Pi ⊗ 12)ρ(Pi ⊗ 12)
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where {Pi}i∈I is a resolution of the identity on H1 in one-dimensional pro-
jetions. We may similarly dene a loal von Neumann measurement of the
seond party. The onept of semi-quantum states was introdued by Luo
and Zhang [23℄.
Denition 4.1. A bipartite state ρ is alled a semi-quantum state if there
exists a loal von Neumann measurement P = {Pi}i∈I of the rst (or seond)
party leaving ρ invariant, i.e. P (ρ) = ρ.
Luo and Zhang [23℄ showed that ρ is a semi-quantum state (orresponding
to the loal von Neumann measurement P ) if and only if
(10) ρ =
∑
i∈I
piPi ⊗ ρi
where (pi)i∈I is a probability distribution and ρi for eah i ∈ I is a state
of the seond party. They also proved that the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew
information is superadditive when the bipartite state is semi-quantum. We
extend this result to general metri adjusted skew informations.
Theorem 4.2. Let f be a regular funtion in Fop and let c be the assoiated
Morozova-Chentsov funtion. Let furthermore ρ be a semi-quantum state on
a tensor produt H1 ⊗ H2 of two parties, then we obtain superadditivity of
the metri adjusted skew information
Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ B) ≥ I
c
ρ1
(A) + Icρ2(B),
where A is an observable of the rst party and B is an observable of the
seond party.
Proof. The essential step is to prove that
(11) Kcρ(i[ρ, A⊗ 12], i[ρ, 11 ⊗ B]) = 0
for a semi-quantum state ρ. We rst notie that
Kcρ(i[ρ, A⊗ 12], i[ρ, 11 ⊗ B]) = Tr(A⊗ 12)cˆ(Lρ, Rρ)(11 ⊗ B)
where cˆ is dened in (6). We write ρ on the form (10) and hoose for eah
i ∈ I a spetral resolution
ρi =
∑
j∈J
λijQij
11
in terms of one-dimensional projetions and obtain in this way a spetral
resolution
ρ =
∑
i∈I; j∈J
piλij(Pi ⊗Qij)
of the semi-quantum state ρ. We may then alulate
cˆ(Lρ, Rρ)(11 ⊗ B)
=
∑
i,i′∈I; j,j′∈J
cˆ(piλij , pi′λi′j′)(Pi ⊗Qij)(11 ⊗ B)(Pi′ ⊗Qi′j′)
=
∑
i∈I; j,j′∈J
cˆ(piλij , piλij′)(Pi ⊗QijBQij′)
and obtain
Tr(A⊗ 12)cˆ(Lρ, Rρ)(11 ⊗B) =
∑
i∈I; j∈J
cˆ(piλij, piλij)(TrAPi)(TrBQij).
Sine cˆ(x, x) = 0 for x > 0 we derive (11) as desired. The metri Kcρ is
sesqui-linear, hene
Icρ(A⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ B)
= Icρ(A⊗ 12) + I
c
ρ(11 ⊗ B) +m(c)K
c
ρ(i[ρ, A⊗ 12], i[ρ, 11 ⊗ B])
= Icρ(A⊗ 12) + I
c
ρ(11 ⊗ B)
≥ Icρ1(A) + I
c
ρ2
(B),
where we used (11) and Lemma 3.1. QED
5 Unbounded skew information
The denition in (2) of the metri adjusted skew information requires the
assoiated monotone metri to be regular. The monotone metri may thus
be extended radially from the state manifold to the state spae, and the
metri adjusted skew information is then normalized suh that it oinides
with the variane on pure states. We may also introdue a metri adjusted
skew information assoiated with a non-regular monotone metri by setting
(12) Icρ(A) = K
c
ρ(i[ρ, A], i[ρ, A])
12
if c is a non-regular Morozova-Chentsov funtion. This type of metri ad-
justed skew information is unbounded and an no longer be extended from
the state manifold to the state spae. However, it enjoys all the same general
properties as a bounded metri adjusted skew information; it is non-negative
and the onvexity in the state variable follows diretly from Theorem 2.2.
Similarly, all the statements onerning limited forms of superadditivity ap-
pearing in this paper may be extended ad verbatim to unbounded metri
adjusted skew informations.
Theorem 5.1. The funtions fp(t) dened in (3) are for 1 < p ≤ 2 non-
regular funtions in Fop.
Proof. The funtion fp is for 1 < p ≤ 2 positive sine p(1 − p) < 0 and
exatly one of the terms in the denominator is negative for eah t 6= 1. We
notie that fp(t)→ 1 for t→ 1 and that fp(t)→ 0 for t→ 0. We only need
to prove that fp is operator monotone, and to obtain this we onsider the
identity
fp(t) = −p(1− p)
t− 1
gp(t)− 1
where the funtion
gp(t) =


tp − 1
t− 1
+
t1−p − 1
t− 1
t > 0, t 6= 1
1 t = 1.
Sine both tp and t1−p are operator onvex for 1 < p ≤ 2, it follows from [4,
Theorem 3.2℄ that gp is operator monotone, and it is therefore also operator
onave (notie that this onlusion does not require gp to be positive). By
appealing to Bendat and Sherman's theorem one more and taking inverse
we onlude that fp is operator monotone. QED
The monotone metris orresponding to the funtions fp for 1 < p < 2
have not been studied in the literature
3
. Hasegawa and Petz [14, Theorem
2℄ proved operator monotoniity for 0 < p < 1 by ingeniously onstruting
3
There is a laim in [15℄ that the funtions fp are operator monotone also for 1 < p < 2.
However, it does not seem to be widely notied that there is an unreoverable error in the
proof. In equation (3.3′) in the referene there is an integral representation of funtions
written on the form (cx + d)/(ax + b)2, and the key argument is that these funtions
should be operator monotone dereasing for positive oeients; or equivalently that the
funtions (ax+b)2/(cx+d) should be operator monotone. To this eet there is a referene
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integral representations. However, this type of representations only work for
0 < p < 1. By symmetry we also obtain that fp is operator monotone for
−1 < p < 0. We also notie that
fp(t)→
t− 1
log t
for p→ 0 or p→ 1,
and this is the funtion generating the Kubo metri. Similarly,
fp(t) =
2t
t+ 1
for p = −1 or p = 2,
and this is the funtion generating the minimal monotone metri. Therefore,
with these extensions, we obtain monotone metris for −1 ≤ p ≤ 2.
For 1 < p ≤ 2 the (unbounded) metri adjusted skew information assoi-
ated with the non-regular funtions fp ∈ Fop is given by
(13) Icρ(A) =
−1
p(1− p)
Tr [ρp, A] · [ρ1−p, A].
In fat, the only dierene from (4) is the onstant in front of the trae. But
this is exatly the extension of the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew information to
parameter values 1 < p ≤ 2 studied by Jenova and Ruskai in [16℄. The above
result shows that this extension of the WYD-information is also assoiated
with monotone metris and an be understood in terms of the notion of
metri adjusted skew information. The main dierene is that the metri is
regular for 0 < p < 1 but non-regular for 1 < p ≤ 2.
It is therefore immediate that the extension proposed by Jenova and
Ruskai is non-negative and onvex in the state variable. Furthermore, it
satises all the restrited forms of monotoniity under partial traes studied
in this paper.
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